PENNARD RIDGE
A hard goats cheese with an open texture & a fresh flavour developing to show fruity hints &
nutty ending.

PLU: 224
Sold as:

Weighed /Kg

Organic:

No

Category:

British Goat - Hard (NHR)

Type of Milk:

Goat

Country:

Product of England

Pasteurisation:

Pasteurised

Region:

Somerset

Rennet:

Vegetarian

Approx weight:

2 Kg

Style:

Hard

Rec. Drink:

Pinot Noir

Flavour:

Fruity and nutty

Rind:

Natural

Own Milk:

No

Commentary
The Somerset Cheese Company was founded by long-term friends Philip Rainbow, and Nicholas and Anita Robinson. Based in the beautiful county of Somerset, not far from the
famous Bath and West Showground, the Somerset Cheese Company is ideally placed in the heart of farming land. Philip has over 40 years experience in the craft of cheese making
and his expertise is well renowned and respected. Philip and Anita worked together for many years before the Somerset Cheese Co. was formed, when Philip was the head cheese
maker for a well renowned dairy on the outskirts of Wells in Somerset and Anita was his assistant. Now they have combined their individual talents along with Anita’s husband Nick
who brings a wealth of day to day business knowledge.
The milk is sourced from a nearby farm and the name refers to the location of the farm itself. The cheeses are pressed for a period of 24 hours, before being placed in a brine bath for
24 hours and then making it into the maturation rooms. The process of making Pennard Ridge is very labour intensive making it a true 'handmade' cheese.
Pennard Ridge is made using a Caerphilly recipe giving it an open texture with a slightly younger, fresher flavour. There's a hint of salt as a result of the time spent in the brine bath,

Technical Specification
Ingredients:
Place of provenance:

, Salt, Rennet, Dairy Cultures (

)

Product of England

Allergens:
Storage:

Keep refrigerated.

Instructions for use:

Serve at room temperature.

Supplied by:

Paxton & Whitfield Ltd, 93 Jermyn Street, London SW1Y 6JE
www.paxtonandwhitfield.co.uk

Nutritional Information
1564kJ
377kcal
31.3g
21.3g
8.7g
1.3g
2.9g
<0.1g
<0.1g
21.0g
1.61g

